WHAT’S NEW IN COMPONENTS

Hornitex UK
A wide range of MFC decors from Hornitex UK, manufacturer of door and
carcass MFC, has been selected by leading kitchen component distributor PWS
as key matches for many of its new kitchen designs featured in the PWS 2005
catalogue. As part of the recent investment in increased stocks of popular MFC
decors at its Goole distribution centre, Hornitex is committed to bringing these
matching decors into stock in the UK. Cream décor C349 known as Camee is in
stock with a range of popular decors to follow throughout the rest of the year.
T 01482 644671
ross@hornitex.com

Haldane UK
Haldane UK recently demonstrated its
expertise in short run manufacture by
making 75 sculpted chair backs in European
white oak. The bespoke timber machining
contractor has built an impressive
reputation for being able to manufacture
any shape, component or profile from any
commercially available timber. Its state-ofthe-art production efficiency, which has
been heralded as an example to other
manufacturing companies in a recent DTI
publication, has enabled the company to be
able to offer customers the facility of short
run productions.

Martins
The latest news from component supplier Martins is the launch
of its latest dedicated castor brochure. The company states that
it is packed with new styles , a wide choice of traditional and
contemporary finishes and details of its new nylon and rubber
insert wheel versions for hard floor applications.

T 01592 775656

T 0121 359 2111
E sales@martin.co.uk

Spa Laminates
The new Tulip Inn at Castleford in Leeds features veneers from veneered panel
specialist Spa Laminates. Stylish and contemporary, the recently-opened hotel has a
curved reception desk which features Spa Zebrano veneered curved panelling in an
attractive criss-cross style. The same veneer is featured in the bar area to ensure
continuity of grain structure and colour. The company’s craftsmen assembled the
veneered panels on site. Zebrano veneers were also used to make occasional and
coffee tables in the lounge area while curved veneered panelling from Spa clads the
columns at the entrance to the bistro with matching veneered panels inside the
brasserie itself.
T 0113 271 8311

Weyerhaeuser
Weyerhaeuser’s Medite MDF, one of Europe’s best-known brands, is poised to
introduce a number of new and improved products to its range. Medite is produced
at one of the world’s largest MDF manufacturing plants, in Clonmel, Ireland. Heavy
investment in research and development and in state-of-the-art equipment has
been continuous. The result has been Medite’s new generation of MDF: Medite
Premier, a high performing MDF; Medite Plus, a specially engineered panel with high
grade surfaces; Medite MR, moisture-resistant MDF designed for use in humid
conditions; Medite FR, Flame-retardant MDF; Medite Exterior, resistant to the
elements; Medite Ecologique; suitable for environmentally-sensitive applications;
and Medite FQ, with a higher-than-usual density and moisture resistance.
To provide easily-referenced market support, fully-illustrated new literature
describing the latest generation of Medite MDF is freely available.
T 01702 619044 F 01702 617162
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